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Republics 

Rapporteur: Mr, AZKOUL Lebanon 
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Mr. LIN MOUSHENG China 
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Mr. PEREZ-PEROZO Venezuela 

Secretariat: --- 
Mr. SCHWELB Assistant Direct& of the 

Human Rights Division 
Mr. GIRAUD Secretary of the Corimittee 

CONTINUATION OF THE DISCJJSSION OF A NEW AETICLE 1 TO i3E ADDED TO 
THE DRAFT CONVENTION 8' 

1, 
; 

The CHAIlXAN asked the representative of Poland to SUbiXit 

the amendment which the Polish delegation wished to roake t0 the 1leW 

if' 

adic1.e 1. of the draft conventicn. - . -  - - - - -  -  - -  
, I  

/Mr~RTJDZINSKI I' 

, 

NOTE: Any corrections of this record should'be submitted In 
writing, in either of the working languages (En&&h or - ' " French) ,-,aQU 
within twenty-four hours, to Mr. E. Delavcnay, Director, Official 1 
Recnrda Division. Room C6-119, Lake Success. Corrections sh.ov.ld 'he 

& inccxporate6 in a letter, on headed notepaper,- 
ropriate symbol number and enclised in an envelope 
, Corrections can be dealt with,more speedily by" 
cerned if delegations trill be go'oa.enou .&h qlso;to 

in a mimeogra&ed copy of the record. j 
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Mr. RUDZINSKT: (Poland) thought that the General Assembly 

had certainly intended that genocide should always be regard& as R 

criminal offence, whether committed In time of peace or in time of 

wax. He therefore proposed that the following phrase should be 

inserted. in the text of the new article 1, immeaiatoly after the 

words ' . ..international law...": 'I.., regaraless whether c~~3w.t=3a 

in time of war or time of peace...' 

Mr. PEREZ-PER020 (Venezuela) said he would vote in favour 

of the first part of the phrase proposed by the Chinese delegaticn. 

The addition proposed by the Polish representative was useless and 

he would vote against it. 

The adaition proposed. by the Polish &legation was 
adopted by the Committee by three votes to one, with three abstentions, -1 

The CHAIRMAN announced that he had received a 

from a non-governmental organization with regard to the 

communication 

araft GGR- 

vention and that he held it at the aisposal of the Committee members, 

'Ee then put to the vote the full text of the new article 1. 

' The Committee adopted the full text of the new article 1 
by six votes to one, 

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) explained 

that he had voted against the new text of article 1 not because he 

wished to limit the definitions which could- be applied to genocide, 

but because he thought that the text of the draft convention applied 

in fact at all times, The provisions of article 1 were not preciars 

and &id not completely express the nature of the crime. Those 

definitions should appear in the preamble, He was against the 

woraing which had juet been adopted, because, in his opinion, it 

included a certain element of fatalism and implied that war was 

InevJtable,. He requested that his remarks be included in the 

Committee's report. 

/?Z%XX%ION 

I 
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: 
DISCUSSION OF THE PREAMBLLE 03’ TEE DRAFT C~~FllJT~O~ 

,’ 
,I ( ‘,’ : :’ The CHAIRMA1\S opened the discussion of the proposed 1 i 4: 

: ,’ j,m, 

preamble to the draft convention submitted by the Chinese delegation 
i ,, \.’ :: :,~ :’ 

‘. ’ 
(document E/AC .25/g). He explained that the USSR representative had 

‘,,. ‘# 1 

submitted a number of amendments to the draft, which he asked the y. i, 

Coattee to consider paragraph by paragraph. .” : 

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said 

that the text submitted by the USSR delegation did in fact include 

four different amendments which required to be considered one at a 

,I I’ J. 
-, 

,,, ,‘, 
time. Ha urged, therefore, that the USSR text should be considered ‘i,, 

‘< ,, 

paragraph by paragxaph so as to avoid the risk of the Cammittee 

reJecting outright a proposal, some elements of which aright be 
.., 8. ‘;. ,j* 

i.3 ‘. ,, : ., L” 
acceptable to it, 

The CWRMAN stated that that procedure would be followed. 

S-peaking as the representative of the United States of America, he 

added that the first paragraph of the USSR delegation’s text con- 

;ainea a definition of genocide already included in articles 2 and 3 

of the draft convention. He thought it was useless to repeat that 

definition and. that the text of the Chinese proposal seemed 

preferable , 

Mr. NOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), on a 

nnink nf nriler observed that the text of the Chinese delegation had’ 
/’ 

been adopted at the previous meeting as a basis of discussion. The 

proposals of the USSR deleSation were, in fact, an amendment to 

that text. In keeping with its rules of procedure, the Con;mi.ttee 

should first take a decision on the USSR amendments, 

The CmRMAN in reply to the point of order raised by 
I 

the LBSR representative, pointed out that the draft submitted. by the 

3hinese delegatSon was worded in a more general manner. Speaking as ‘i 
i:; 
I i 

the representative of the united States, he proposed the addition in 

/the text 
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the text of the Chinese draft, after the words "...which the civilized 

world condemns..,", of t'he following words "...and which shock the 

conscience of m&kind..," He thought it proper to insert in the 

proposed preamble some condemnatory phrases of a general character. 

Mr, LIN MOUSHENG (China) felt that the United States 

representative was adding a new conception to the preamble. It was 

true that the preamble should permit a definition of certain general 

ideas, but matters should be dealt with in the proper order, He 

therefore proposed that the CommSttee should begin by voting cn 

'the USSR proposals. 

Mr. PEREZ-PEROZO (Venezuela) expressed his preference for 

a preamble which had the merit of being brief, clear and definite, 

three conditions which the text submitted by the Chinese delegation 

seemed. to fulfil. It was understood that that text could be amended 

in accordance with members' proposals, He would willingly vote in 

favour of the Chinese proposal, to which he suggested adding, after Jj 

the woras 'I . ..international law.,.", the following words ".,.contrary 

to the principles and purposes of the United Nations,.." which would 

establish a close link between the draft convention and the principles 

,/ 
to the principles and purposes of the United Nations,.." which would _.,.s !,i( 'j, ‘;: ':I 

: 
establish a close link between the draft convention and the principles ,1. ! ';,\I 

.i" ,; 
of the United Nations, of the United Nations, 

:i :i 
‘Y' ‘Y' ';:; ';:; 
'_ '_ 
.( .( 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Committee had agreed to The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Committee had agreed to 

adopt the term "mankind" for tfhumanitytf. He thought that the correct adopt the term 9nankind” for tfhumanitytf. He thought that the correct ).' ).’ ', ‘, 
procedure would be to make curtain additions in the tent of the procedure would be to make certain additions in the text of the : ZJ : CJ 

.i .i ,.( ,.( 
ChSnese proposal. ChSnese proposal. ,.: ,.: .? .? / / .g .g -,s: -,s: _. _. +I +I 

Mr, AZKOUL (Lebanon) then proposed certain changes in the Mr, AZKOUL (Lebanon) then proposed certain changes in the ii: ii: 
1 1 

..J; ..J; 
-‘!1 -‘!1 

USSR proposals, USSR proposals, suggesting the substitution of the words "human suggesting the substitution of the words "human " :.' " :.' 

groups" for "particular groups" groups" for “particular gPoups” and the deletton of the woras tf...~f and the deletton of the woras tf...~f ;. ;. iif iif ‘, t$ ‘, t$ 
the population on racjal, national or religious grounds.,," the population on racjal, national or religious graunas.,,f~ 44 44 :: :: 

f#j f#j ,'C ,‘C 
These changes would maintain the general character of the These changes would maintain the general character of the 

i i 
';.'I ';.'I 

'; ,2 '; ,2 .x .x 
preamble. preamble. : 41 : 41 -g) -g) 

/Mr, MOROZOV : '$ /Mr, MOROZOV : '$ 
I I .;;, i .;;, i :1 :1 ./ ./ .' :, ,.a .' :, ,.a .':r*:l .':r*:l 
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Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) sub- 

scribed to the ffrst part of the amendment proposed by the Lebanese 

delegate, but was aginst the second. The preamble should include at 

least a short list of the motives of the crime, 

Mr. PEREZ-PEROZO (Venezuela) was opposed to the amendment, 

which he considered a useless repetition, as the motives in question 

were expressed in article 1 which haa already been adopted (becoming ', , ' :' ,;r 

article 11 after the adoption of the new article l), 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon) remarked that the CommIttee had 

ii 
,, 

, ,,.: .j; 

decided at a previous meeting to include those motives in the 

preamble. 

The Committee rejected the proposal of the Lebanese 
delegate by four votes to three. 

The CJXE?MAN proposed the addition of the word 'political 

to the list of motives. 

Mr. AFOUL (Lebanon) proposed. that the enm@ratiOn Of 

notives should. be omitted in order not to re-open a debate on 

points which had already been discuseed at length. 

Mr. LTN MOUSRBNG (China) thought that any addition to 

,the text he proposed would be tantamount to including in the 

preamble the provisions set out in articles 1 and 2, The text of 

the amendment proposed by the USSR delegation was ambiguous in 

places and it was impossible to see what consequences it might 

entail in the future. He considered that a single phrase should 
\ 

suffice to express the C?om&Lttee's concepts in the preamble. _ 

Mr, MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics) felt Mr, MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Sooiaktst i?apub~iCS) felt 

, , 

that the new Lebanese amendment we@ merely a negative Ven3iOn Of egatlve version of 

the proposal which had just been rejected. 

/With regard /With regard 
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with regard to the objections raised by the representative of 

china, bs s&id. that it was incorrect to consider the preamble as a 

Mere rep%tition of articles 1, 2 and 3 of the convention itself. 

Any preamble ehouid naturally set forth in very general terms the 

principles contained in the main text. 

He cOmda5r5a that it was impossible to do justice to the 

text of the preamble which he proposed by studying it paragraph by 

paragraph, because the four paragraphs explained and completed 

each other. 

The ChAIRMAR asked the Committee to vote on the new 

Lebanese amendment. 

Mr. AZKOUL (Lebanon) explained the difference between the 

two amendments he had proposed, The first consisted in keeping.the 

explanatory part -- ‘I.,. which aims at the .destruction~of human 

groupsa..i' and in deleting the motives -- lr...‘on racIa1, national 

or religious grounds...l' The second amendment c0nmt5a in omitting 

the whole phrase including the explanatory part. 

I@. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), sup- 

ported by Mr. LIB MOU33ENG (China), thought that the second Lebanese 

amendment was nothing but the expression of a negative attitude tOWf3M@ amendment was nothing but the expression of a negative attitude towWdS 

the USSR amendment. the USSR amendment. 

Mr. RUDZINSKZ: (Poland) asked for a formal vote as to Mr. RUDZINSKZ: (Poland) asked for a formal vote as to 

whether the Lebanese amendment could be aCGept8d by the Committee. whether the Lebanese amendment could be aCGept8d by the Committee. 

Mr. AzJEcouL (Lebanon) withdrew his amendment in view of Mr. AzJEcouL (Lebanon) withdrew his amendment in view of 

the interpretation placed'onit by Mr. Morozov. the interpretation placed'onit by Mr. Morozov. 

The Cm consequently proposed that a vote be taken The Cm consequently proposed that a vote be taken 

on the TJSSR amen$uent aa amended by the United States delegation, . on the TJSSR amen@ent aa amended by the United States delegation, . 

i.e., i.e., with the addition to the Soviet text of the words ltor with the addition to the Soviet text of the words ltor 

poli-ticar" at the f3na of the list of motives. poli-ticar" at the end of the list of motives. 

/'Mr. MOROZOV /'Mr. MOROZOV 
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Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked 
I ., : ,.: : ” 
/ ! 

that a separate vote be taken on the United States amendment in 
,. ,.,. 

L, Lt.. view of the existence of a minority opinion on that, question, 
( ; .', j;' 

'" ' it' ,..:I 

!,i 
8) 

.;' 
zs A vote was taken on the United States mendment to 

I : 
i , 

. . / 

intrOduCe the Word8 “or political” at the end of the motives 
‘, .;- 
: I. 

enumerated in paragraph 1 of the IJEER amendment, 
. . .’ 

:” ‘\ . ,. 
,’ I I 
; The United States amendment was rejected by four votes 

to three. ‘, 

I vi: : ,<’ 8.’ L Mr. ORDONNEAU (France) pointed out that in the absence 
! 

::, L” ( 
‘,; 

of the words “or political”, the first paragraPh of the USSR 
I:, 

preamble was in contra&iction with the actual text of the convention I ‘,i 
‘(. .(’ ,, 

which provided for genocide for political motives, : ’ ,j; 

I; 
The’ CHAIRMAN proposed that a vote be taken on the whole 

of the first paragraph of the preamble, modified by the first 

Lebanese amendment as follows: “on grounds of national or racial 

origin or religious belief” , 

-Mr, AZKOTJL (Lebanon) and Mr. LIN MOUSJ%ENG (China) thought 

that after the rejection of the United States amendment, it was 

necessary to t*ake a Vote on the USSR amendment properly so-called, 

“vkich aims at the destruction of human groups namely, the phrase I 

on grounds of national or racial origin or religious belief” l 

or. PEREZ-PEROZO (Venezuela) having Proposed that a vote 

be taken first on the introductory sentence of the preamble, namely, 

“The High contracting Parties declare that the!tcrime Of genocide 

’ is one of the gravest crimes against mankind”, the representative 
“:;” .’ 
,a’ of ~OI;AND said that that text was nothing more than the text Pro- /; , 

.I. Posed by China which had been adopted the Previous day. 
:: 

:;. .,, /Mr. AZrCOUL 
I,, 
‘:< ‘, i! 
:F ‘, x:* 
; ,* 9: !’ ,‘<, 
&L ; :;,,’ 
& ‘,, 
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Mr, AZKOUL (Lebanon), as Rapporteur, pointed out that 

the text adopted the prwio~a day differed from that proposed by 

China, the term "mankind" having been substituted for "humanity". 

Mr. PERJI!Z-PIl3ROZO (Venezuela), after stating that he 
-. 

preferred the original Chinese text for its conciseness, requested 
;g 
$2 

that a vote be taken in the first place on the said Chinese text, 

of which only the principle and not the final word3xig:had been 

aaopted the previous day. 

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m. 


